
Real Estate Imaging
Prices effective July 03, 2022, subject to change without notice.
Travel fees may apply. See page 2 or contact us directly for more information. 

When it comes to real estate photography, we strive to set the regional standard with every project we undertake. 
We recognize that every single image we make is a direct representation of your business, and we take that 
responsibility very seriously. We are committed to excellence, both in image quality and in customer service. Our 
commitment to you is the same, regardless of how small or how large your assignment is.

My name is Jeff Williams. I am the owner of real•vue. I am a Kootenai County resident, and I am personally 
responsible for making you a satisfied customer. Thank you for considering real•vue - advanced imaging for real 
estate, we would appreciate the opportunity to earn your business!

real•vue Advanced Imaging™ Packages

Interior & 
Exterior 
Photos

+plus
Aerial 
Photos* Package Description

Your 
Price

vue•1 24 0 Recommended for <2500 sq. ft. homes. 1 business-day service. $150.00

vue•1 +plus 24 12 Recommended for <2500 sq. ft. homes. 1 business-day service. $250.00

vue•2 36 0 Recommended for <2500 sq. ft. homes. 1 business-day service. $200.00

vue•2 +plus 36 12 Recommended for <2500 sq. ft. homes. 1 business-day service. $300.00

vue•3 48 0 Recommended for >2500 sq. ft. homes. 1 business-day service. $300.00

vue•3 +plus 48 12 Recommended for >2500 sq. ft. homes. 1 business-day service. $400.00

Operational airspace and remote pilot certification are regulated under the FAA Small UAS Rule (Part 107). In adherence with Federal regulations and operating requirements, aerial 
operation may be postponed or cancelled due to visibility issues and/or restricted flight zones.

real•vue Cinematic™
This is our showcase product. We offer a fully produced 2-4 minute video that features flawless interior and 
exterior footage we shoot on a professional gimbaled camera, still images from your photo shoot, and stunning 
arials that give your listing an amazing and immersive perspective. 

Beautiful transitions and professional music specifically curated for your project are all included. real•vue 
Cinematic™ is the ultimate listing video — you and your potential buyers will be blown away by the quality of this 
product!

Description
Your 
Price

real•vue Cinematic™ The ultimate listing video. $400.00

real•vue Cinematic™ +plus Purchased with a +plus Advanced Imaging™ Package $275.00
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real•vue “Image Xtras™” 
A la carte options, services that don’t really seem to fit in another category and/or services that would fit into 
multiple categories.

Name Description
Your 
Price

real•vue Image Xtras™ - Aerial Photos 12 aerial images, no additional package required $175.00

real•vue Image Xtras™ - Aerial +6 6 additional images, when purchased with 12 image Xtra $45.00

real•vue Image Xtras™ - Aerial +12 12 additional images, when purchased with 12 image Xtra $70.00

real•vue Image Xtras™ - Standard Panorama Standard high-res panoramic image, when purchased w/any package $50.00

real•vue Image Xtras™ - 3D Panorama Spherical/3D panoramic image for social media w/any package $50.00

real•vue Image Xtras™ - Graphics Callouts or property boundary markings for still images - 1 hour minimum. $25/hr

real•vue LLC, harnesses cutting-edge drone technology to capture aerial images and data about land and property—including orthomosaic aerial pictures and other visualizations 
of information about land. real•vue is not a surveying company, and we make no claim to that effect. Any callouts or property boundaries provided as map overlays are 
approximate in nature, are supplied by agent, are visual approximations, and are not intended to either represent or replace the work of a professional surveyor.

real•vue Advanced Imaging™ Undeveloped Property 
Are you marketing or selling undeveloped property? Aerial images and video are virtually a requirement in today’s 
real estate market; real•vue offers high resolution still photos, up to 5.1K HD video and panoramic images that 
will help prospective buyers feel like they are actually there... from anywhere in the world.

Our new immersive 3D panoramic photos are especially suited for marketing undeveloped property. Easily 
uploaded to and viewable on Facebook, as well as mobile and desktop apps, explore your images in nearly 360º 
of high-resolution coverage. This is a really exciting product your customers are sure to love, so check it out!

Description
Your 
Price

“Undeveloped Property” 2-4 Minute Produced Video (Purchased in conjunction with aerial photos) $200.00

real•vue Customized Lower-Thirds 
Take your unbranded real•vue Cinematic™ MLS video to another level by turning it into an AMAZING customized 
video, with fantastic “Lower Thirds” graphics that rival any professional broadcast production you might see on 
television. Your $75 one-time setup fee can be used as many times as you like, without additional charge. Use 
your amazing, branded video for your website, YouTube or Vimeo channel, or social media platform.
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real•vue Matterport™ 360º Virtual Tours 
Matterport™ 360º Virtual Tours work with iOS, Android devices and all supported 360 cameras and Capture 
Services. For real•vue clients purchasing an +plus Advanced Imaging Package, $299.00 for up to 2000 square 
feet and $75.00 for each additional 1000 square feet. 

real•vue Narraration
Are you looking for even more additional impact from your video? real•vue offers professional narraration as 
an add-on service to the videos we offer. You supply the information, we write the script, you approve it, and we 
narrarate it with a national voice talent. For only $65 professional narraration provides great bang for your buck. 

real•vue Rush Fees
Photo service turnaround for photo assignments completed before 5 pm is 24 hours, Monday-Friday. Video 
service turnaround for assignments completed before 5 pm is 72 hours. Assignments MAY be completed before 
deadline for no additional fee. Rush processing for photo assignments is currently unavailable, 48 hour rush 
processing for video assignments is $100 *when* available. 24-36 hour rush processing for video assignments is 
$200 *when* available. We will not bump other assignments to facilitate a service rush.

real•vue Travel Fees
In most cases, real•vue builds the cost of travel into the price of our services... but in some instances, a 
mileage surcharge is required, especially given current fuel prices. Outside our “local” service area (Kootenai and 
Spokane counties) our fee is $0.50 per mile. Regional travel fees are waived for purchases over $500.00.


